Godwin Outlines Promises
In Campaign For Governor

( Editor's Note: Virginia has three main candidates for governor. Each emphatically states he is the best qualified for the office. On November 2, it will be the privilege of the adult residents of Virginia to choose the candidate who will be governor for the next four years. The "Norfolk Virginian-Pilot" on Sunday, Oct. 17, ran articles from each candidate to tell him what Virginia needs. The following statements were condensed from these articles.)

Godwin States Needs

Lt. Gov. Mills E. Godwin, Jr., Democratic nominee for Governor,

Virginia stands now at the threshold of an era of unprecedented opportunities.

"We are living in an age in which tremendous population growth is creating new markets for products and services, and great advances in science and technology are making it possible to supply these needs abundantly and efficiently.

"Virginia is in an enviable position to take advantage of these opportunities. In the first place, our geographical location is ideal. We have a reputation for sound government and a stable economy that is not equalled by any other state. This makes us an attractive place to live and work to all people.

"As our population expands and as State services necessarily become more complex, it is absolutely necessary that we not only provide for our dedi-

"necessitate providing for our dedi-

"do no less, for the untrained and the uneducated are surely part of any experiment to see if Bluestone will hold more people than Wilson. In order to conserve space, all who are interested are asked to bring blankets on which to sit. There will be no chairs provided. All those who have paid their class dues and two dollars and fifty cents for all those who have not paid. Tickets may be purchased in Harrison on October 15-29 by Sophomores, October 27 by Juniors, and October 28 to Seniors.

Students can dance their blues away on Saturday, October 20, to the music of the Top Hats. This is a combo of five recording artists for Care Records. Admission to the dance will be 25 cents for all those who have paid their class dues and two dollars and fifty cents for all those who have not paid.

The Shirelles will appear in Bluestone which is on the third floor of Harrison Hall in the social center. Previously, all entertainment has been held in Wilson Auditorium, but the Shirelles will be

Godwin

Top Hats Play

Big Weekend Features
The Fabulous Shirelles

Calendar

October 12-20—Art Show, Alumni Hall, "Paintings 49" from the Betty Persons Gallery in New York.

October 23—Campus Movie, Wilson Auditorium, 7:30 P.M. Seven Faces of Dr. Lao.

October 24—Viewpoint, VSU-TV

October 25—Visiting Scholar, Dr. Leon Edel on "Henry James, Blackwell Auditorium, 2:00 P.M.

October 26—Assembly—House of Delegates—Time—1:15 p.m. Wilson Hall Auditorium.

October 29—Shirelles Concert, Bluestone social center, 8:00 P.M. October 30—Informal dance, Top Hats Combo, Bluestone social center, 6:15 midnight.

October 30—Campus Movie, Wilson Auditorium, 7:30 P.M. Third Secret

Student Handbook Up For Revision

The Handbook Revision Committee, a sub-committee of the Student-Faculty Relations Committee, has been charged with revising the handbook in anyway it deems fit. The revision will be presented at the meeting of the Student-Faculty Relations Committee, November 7 in December.

Members of the Handbook Revisio

Dr. Leon Edel, Pulitzer Prize winning biographer and prattor of English at New York University, will speak Tuesday at 2:00 p.m., in Blackwell Auditorium. Dr. Edel's topic will be "Henry James." Dr. Edel was the Pulitzer Prize in biography, along with the National Book Award for Nonfiction in 1963, for the second and third volumes of his projected four-volume biography of Henry James. "Henry James: The Conquest of London," 1880-1892, and "Henry James: The Middle Years, 1882-1916," the first volume was published in 1953, and the final volume is planned for completion in 1966. The 50th anniversary of James' death, Dr. Edel is also the author of "James Joyce: The Last Journey," "The Modern Psychologi

Henry James Will Definitely Be Out"

The Handbook Revision Committee includes: Marty Gechtzong, Freshman Representative; Beth MaxKay, Handbook editor; Collie Reid, Standards and S.G.A. representative, and also chairman; Mrs. Ruth J. Wilkins; Dean Elizabeth Shafey; and Mr. John Bier.

With the great increase in the number of students, the handbook is sure to become more detailed and comprehensive. It is hoped that the revision will

seemed to be sure to become more detailed and comprehensive. It is hoped that the revision will

attracting industry & tourist

"Basic, too, to the overall develop-

ment of our state, we must

our highways facilitate traffic movement to all areas of the state, and that they are as safe as we can build them.

"We must intensify our efforts to

entice new industries to our state and work with our providers to

corporate citizens to encourage plant expansion. We must also de-

velop our Hampton Roads port fa-

cilities so that the world's greatest natural harbor may serve on

its tremendous potential, which will bring new employment.

"Tourism is our second largest industry. With our many historic and natural attractions we are sure to benefit from these new opportunities.

"We should increase our advertising, and encourage tourists to make Virginia their destination and extend information centers at entry points on the interstate highways to inform travelers of our attractions.

"We must not flag in our efforts

(Continued on Page 4)
Seated Meals Pace Problems
With More Modern Facilities

According to the report by Carolyn Larkins on Student Government activities in last week's BREEZE, the dining hall situation is being investigated. Apparently neither Student Government nor the administration feels that the present procedures concerning seated meals are satisfactory.

Many seniors and juniors are questioning themselves and others these days: how come the food was hotter, service quicker, and not so much chatter in the hall? The waitresses were worked half to death, the equipment far from up to date but dinners were enjoyable—then.

So what's the problem now? Millions of dollars went into the construction and equipment of the cafeteria. Conditions for the waitresses have improved considerably. The food is of better quality and more attractive to appearance.

The main idea is that the capacity of the cafeteria is enormous compared to the old dining halls, yet students are so crowded that waitresses often cannot move adequately between the tables they are serving. The food is locked in to the cafeteria by means of modern, costly equipment, but it is often cold. Many students consider the food tastier but frequently there is not enough at the six v'colleges.

These are unpleasant characteristics of a college dining system which prides itself on its "up-to-dateness." However, if the problems continue, otherwise one might end up eating in silence. If students find themselves favoring eating with those one knows is that otherwise one will move from the classroom, compile, and have the entire test distributed, and after you slide the answers during the class discussion if the professor asks you to retest your test so not to have them to study by future use of this assistance.

For specific examples, it is an Honor Council offense for a person to copy questions and answers, even often from the classroom, compile, and have the entire test distributed, and after you slide the answers during the class discussion if the professor asks you to retest your test so not to have them to study by future use of this assistance.

As stated in the requirements of the Honor System, the quizzes and the examinations are administered under the Honor System. Students shall not discuss, either the questions of a quiz, or an examination with any students until after the completion of the assignments by all sections of the course. Failure to comply with these regulations will result in suspension of the student and for the examinations at any- is an Honor Council offense for a person to copy questions from the quizzes and/or examinations at any time, and to have them available for their own use, or their use by others, constitutes a violation of the Honor System.

Also, it is a general accepted test that no biology departmental tests are to be removed from Burn. I have brought out these specific situations for the purpose only and if there are questions, please consult your professor. Honor Council asks that if you are aware any violation of Honor System policies, to report it to the Honor Council for further investigation.

Honor Is . . .

Students are often urged to "adjust." With the collapse last year of the educational philosophy that the worlds are going to have a few adjustment problems to their own. Higher education has changed. It is no longer a savored luxury of the elite, as it may have been 25 years ago. Nor is it the protracted guidebook for technocrats encouraged in the numerous popular attention training workbooks: you succeeded sufficiently that even students are beginning to value liberal arts in the classroom and open discussion outside of it. This has come as a shock to the processes of leadership can be developed — one which guarantees the existence of the "ivory tower intellectual," for whom a university was little more than a lab, a library, and a bunk. It's time they recovered.

So often the question arises, "Can I study from old tests?" In answer, this will hold true, of course, that if a professor hands you your test back to you, without any stipulations, it's your property to do with as you choose. However, if the pro- fessor requires you to return all tests, or only allows you to see your grade, it is an Honor Coun- cilmoff to copy questions and answers with the intention of mak- ing future use of this assistance.

For specific examples, it is an Honor Council offense for a person to copy questions and answers, even often from the classroom, compile, and have the entire test distributed, and after you slide the answers during the class discussion if the professor asks you to retest your test so not to have them to study by future use of this assistance.

As stated in the requirements of the Honor System, the quizzes and the examinations are administered under the Honor System. Students shall not discuss, either the questions of a quiz, or an examination with any students until after the completion of the assignments by all sections of the course. Failure to comply with these regulations will result in suspension of the student and for the examinations at any-
Lacrosse Clinic At Frostburg State

A lacrosse clinic was attended by three students and a faculty member at Frostburg State College Friday, October 15.

Louise Schrader and Terry Pflum from Madison, along with Susan Crain from Bridgeport, accompanied Miss Tergesen to Frostburg.

The clinic began that night in the gym with a showing of slides and an informal discussion, which was followed by a most entertaining bowtime.

After Saturday breakfast in the cafeteria, the girls were drilled for three hours. Following lunch, teams were organized and a lacrosse game was played for an hour and a half.

Fairmont College (W. Va.), Wilson College, Bridgewater, and Madison were among the schools represented.

A most enjoyable time was had by all, new friends were made, and all felt that much was accomplished toward understanding that "score game" of lacrosse.

Two coaches supervised and drilled. One was June Belli, who is with the New Jersey Lacrosse Association and has been playing lacrosse for 12 years. She has been a member of the reserve teams of the United States Women's Lacrosse Association for three years and in 1964 served on both the first and second teams.

The other coach, James Albright and his wife, Kay Ellington, are also from New Jersey and are Vice-President of the USWLA and editor of "Checks", the official publication of the organization.

The coach, James Albright, plans to play the position for the New Jersey Lacrosse Association as a guest this summer and will serve on both the United States reserve and touring teams of USWLA.

The clinic was another factor in the growth of the sport of women's lacrosse. Very little is known about the sport of lacrosse today in the United States. With the clinic, the girls were drilled, and they left the gym with the hope that this sport will grow in popularity.

The clinic took place on the campus of Frostburg State College, and the girls were drilled for three hours. Following lunch, they were divided into teams and began playing a game of lacrosse. The game was played for an hour and a half.

Saturday night, the girls were drilled again and then played another game of lacrosse. After the game, the girls had dinner at a local restaurant and then returned to Frostburg for the night.

The girls' reactions to the clinic were very positive. They enjoyed meeting new people and learning more about the sport of lacrosse. They also felt that much was accomplished during the clinic, and they left with the hope that this sport will continue to grow in popularity.

MEN AND WOMEN 18 TO 55
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Four Gubernatorial Candidates Outline Virginia's Needs

(Continued from Page 4)

person must recognize that we face, on a large scale, the dangers of continuing domination by one political party. "Two party, or at least bipartisan, competition is what Virginia needs—desperately needs, and now! And this situation needs Virginia—in a role of proud awakening, that will make her ideals of political democracy and human freedom again throughout the land!"

William J. Sturgis, Conservative, announces for Governor: "The American concept of liberty born in Virginia 200 years ago is a very simple concept. It is based on the idea that man could, and ought, to govern himself. All power has to be derived from the people of the several states; not by kings, barons,ocrats, Federal judges, the Nazi Party, or the Communist Party, or the Conservative Party, or the Democratic Party. The thesis of the Democratic Party was that the Federal government was not to tax unless those that pay."

Fitzgerald began by outlining the concept of government as it was devised. We want to conserve this basic idea of the right of the people of the state, deliberately surrendered to state power to the Federal government. This they did when they went into our own State Supreme Court of Appeals with a plea which in effect stated that U.S. Supreme Court decisions were the law of the land. When this was done in our State Supreme Court, where no discussion was presented, the Democratic Party ceased to exist. It certainly was no longer the party of Jefferson. It is no longer had any purpose except that of perpetuating certain people in office. I believe subsequent events proved that to be true."

School and Art Supplies
College Outline Series
Books — Bibles
Pens — Stationery

"Virginia"
DIAMOND 434-6643
82 S. Main St.

NOW SHOWING
Carol Baker
"Harlow"
RED BUTTONS
ANGELA LANSBURY
PIETER LAWFORD

"An Evening with Royal Ballet"
In Color
COMING NOV. 3-4
Filmed at LaScala
"La Boheme"
in Color

MADISON ENGRAVED STATIONERY
$1.00 Per Box

WRITING PAPERS
SELECT FROM NEW STYLES
JUNE REBECCA'S

IMPRINTED STATIONERY
WITH NAME AND ADDRESS
100 Sheets
100 Envelopes
$3.79
(offer Expires October-31)

NOW SHOWING
Joey Heatherton
"Dead Head"
FRANKIE AVALON
"Sergeant Runs Cold"
DEBORA WALLY
"Roses Are Red"

"WED. and THUR:
MARGOT FONTENY
RODOLPH NUREYEV"

"An Evening with Royal Ballet"
in Color

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for only 25c. Address and special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

Each Keepsake setting is a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance and beauty of the center diamond... a perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut. The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag is your assurance of fine quality. Your very personal Keepsake is now at your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."

DISTRIBUTOR WANTED
No competition. To service and set up new accounts in exclusive territory. Investment assured by fast moving inventory of amazing plastic coating used on all types of surfaces interior or exterior. Eliminates waxing when applied to any type of floor or concrete surfaces. For details write or call:
Phone: 314-AX-1150
Merchandizing Division
P. O. Box 66
St. Ann, Missouri 63074

The ENGAGE-ABLES
go for Keepsake.

ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING BOOKS
(books - Bibles)

TYPICAL DIARY OF A TYPICAL COLLEGE GIRL

Diary

Monday
Studied . . . Called Famous Restaurant 434-7253 for Pizza and spaghetti (I save 10% on any delivery).

Tuesday
Studied . . . Weather was so good I took a walk to the Famous Restaurant for supper (I lost the 10% but the food was hotter).

Wednesday
Studied . . . Tonight I went to the movies and then loaded up on the delicious food at the Famous Restaurant. I started a date with Dashing Jack Saturday. Start my diet tomorrow.

Thursday
Studied . . . Forget dieting — Handsome Jack thinks skinny girls aren't attractive. My roommate is so skinny she rattles. She doesn't like Pizza. Went shopping, but saved $1.10 for the famous Famous Pizza and a coke.

Friday
Studied . . . Swinging Jack called, but I was foundering at the Famous Restaurant. My skinny friend talked with him. Last night I dream of FAMOUS PIZZAS — Famous Pizzas, of course — Millions and millions of those round rascals.

Saturday
Studied . . . Ugly Jack and my skinny roommate went dancing. I hope she falls through a crack! Anyway, I've got my Famous Pizzas to keep me warm. . . . . . . . . . . I LOVE you, FAMOUS RESTAURANT.